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ABSTRACT
Deep learning is actively used in the area of sparse coding.
In current deep sparse coding methods uncertainty of predic-
tions is rarely estimated, thus providing the results that lack
the quantitative justification. Bayesian learning provides the
way to estimate the uncertainty of predictions in neural net-
works (NNs) by imposing the prior distributions on weights,
propagating the resulting uncertainty through the layers and
computing the posterior distributions of predictions. We pro-
pose a novel method of propagating the uncertainty through
the sparsity-promoiting layers of NNs for the first time. We
design a Bayesian Learned Iterative Shrinkage-Thresholding
network (BayesLISTA). An efficient posterior inference al-
gorithm based on probabilistic backpropagation is developed.
Experiments on sparse coding show that the proposed frame-
work provides both accurate predictions and sensible esti-
mates of uncertainty in these predictions.
Index Terms— sparse coding, Bayesian neural networks,
uncertainty estimation, compressive sensing
1. INTRODUCTION
The idea of Bayesian learning in neural networks (NNs) [1]
has recently gained an attention with the development of dis-
tributed approximate inference techniques [2, 3] and general
boost in popularity of deep learning. In addition to predic-
tions, Bayesian learning naturally provides the uncertainty es-
timates of these predictions. These uncertainty estimates are
vital, e.g., in spheres that affect people’s health, such as self-
driving cars or medicine.
Recently several techniques [4, 5] have been proposed to
handle specific types of NNs with efficient Bayesian infer-
ence. For example, feed-forward networks with the rectified
linear unit nonlinearity [6], networks with discrete distribu-
tions [7], recurrent networks [8].
In this paper, we consider the area of sparse coding. The
sparse coding problem can be viewed as a linear regression
problem with the additional assumption that the majority of
the basis representation coefficients should be zeros. This
sparsity assumption may be represented as l1 penalty [9], or,
in Bayesian interpretation, as a prior that has a sharp peak at
zero [10]. One of the modern approaches for sparse coding
utilises NNs with the soft-thresholding nonlinearity [11, 12].
Sparse coding is widely used in different applications, such
as compressive sensing [13], image and video processing [14,
15], neuroscience [16, 17].
A novel method to propagate uncertainty through the
soft-thresholding nonlinearity is proposed in this paper. At
every layer the current distribution of the target vector is
approximated with a spike and slab distribution [18], which
represents the probabilities of each variable being zero, or
Gaussian-distributed. Using the proposed method of uncer-
tainty propagation, the gradients of the logarithms of normal-
isation constants are derived, which can be used to update a
weight distribution. A novel Bayesian NN for sparse coding
is designed utilising both the proposed method of uncertainty
propagation and Bayesian inference algorithm.
The main contributions of this paper are: (i) for the first
time a method for uncertainty propagation through the soft-
thresholding nonlinearity is proposed for a Bayesian NN; (ii)
an efficient posterior inference algorithm for weights and out-
puts of NNs with the soft-thresholding nonlinearity is devel-
oped; (iii) a novel Bayesian NN for sparse coding is designed.
2. NEURAL NETWORKS FOR SPARSE CODING
This section presents background knowledge about NNs for
sparse coding and then describes the novel Bayesian NN.
2.1. Frequentist neural networks
The NN approach to sparse coding is based on earlier Iter-
ative Shrinkage and Thresholding Algorithm (ISTA) [19]. It
addresses the sparse coding problem as the linear regression
problem with the l1 penalty that promotes sparsity. For the
Algorithm 1 LISTA forward propagation
Input: observations y, weightsW,S, number of layers L
1: Dense layer b←Wy
2: Soft-thresholding nonlinearity β̂0 ← hλ(b)
3: for l = 1 to L do
4: Dense layer cl ← b+ Sβ̂l−1
5: Soft-thresholding nonlinearity β̂l ← hλ(cl)
6: end for
7: return β̂ ← β̂L
linear regression model with observations y ∈ RK , the de-
sign matrix X ∈ RK×D, and the sparse unknown vector of
weights β ∈ RD, ISTA minimises
||Xβ − y||22 + α||β||1 w.r.t.β, (1)
where α is a regularisation parameter.
At every iteration l, ISTA obtains the new estimate β̂l of
the target vector β as the linear transformation b = Wy +
Sβ̂l−1 propagated through the soft-thresholding function
hλ(b) = sgn(b)max(|b| − λ, 0), (2)
where λ is a shrinkage parameter. In ISTA, weights W and S
of the linear transformation are assumed fixed.
In contrast to ISTA, Learned ISTA (LISTA) [11] learns the
values of matricesW and S based on a set of pairs {Y,B} =
{y(n),β(n)}Nn=1, where N is the number of these pairs. To
achieve this, ISTA is limited with the fixed amount of itera-
tions L and interpreted as a recurrent NN: every iteration l of
ISTA corresponds to the layer l of LISTA. A vector β for an
observation y is predicted by Algorithm 1.
2.2. BayesLISTA
This section introduces the proposed Bayesian version of
LISTA (BayesLISTA). The prior distributions are imposed on
the unknown weights
p(W) =
D∏
d=1
K∏
k=1
N (wdk; 0, η
−1),
p(S) =
D∏
d′=1
D∏
d′′=1
N (sd′d′′ ; 0, η
−1),
(3)
where η is the precision of the Gaussian distribution.
For every layer l of BayesLISTA, β̂l is assumed to have
the spike and slab distribution with the spike probability ω,
the slab meanm, and the slab variance v
[β̂l]d ∼ ωdδ0 + (1− ωd)N (md, vd), (4)
where δ0 is the delta-function that represents a spike, [·]d de-
notes the d-th component of a vector. Section 3 shows that
the output of the next layer β̂l+1 can be approximated with
the spike and slab distribution and, therefore, the output of the
BayesLISTA network β̂ has the spike and slab distribution.
To introduce the uncertainty of predictions, we assume
that the true β is an output f(y;S,W, λ) of the BayesLISTA
network corrupted by the additive Gaussian zero-mean noise
with the precision γ. Then the likelihood of B is defined as
p(B|Y,W,S, γ, λ)
=
N∏
n=1
D∏
d=1
N
(
β
(n)
d ; [f(y;S,W, λ)]d, γ
−1
) (5)
Gamma prior distributions with parameters a· and b· are spec-
ified on the introduced Gaussian precisions
p(γ) = Gam (γ; aγ , bγ) , p(η) = Gam (η; aη, bη) (6)
The posterior distribution is then
p(W,S,γ, η|B,Y, λ)
=
p(B|Y,W,S, γ, λ)p(W|η)p(S|η)p(η)p(γ)
p(B|Y, λ)
(7)
The shrinkage parameter λ is a hyperparameter of the model.
3. UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION THROUGH
SOFT-THRESHOLDING
This section describes modification of LISTA forward prop-
agation (Algorithm 1) to include probability distributions of
the random variables introduced in section 2.2.
3.1. Initialisation
At step 1 of LISTA (Algorithm 1) the matrix W consists of
Gaussian-distributed components wdk ∼ N (m
w
dk, v
w
dk), and
y is a deterministic vector. Then the output b is a vector
of Gaussian-distributed components bd ∼ N (m
b
d, v
b
d), where
mbd =
∑K
k=1 ykm
w
dk, and v
b
d =
∑K
k=1 y
2
kv
w
dk.
At step 2 of LISTA (Algorithm 1) the Gaussian vector b
is taken as an input of the soft-thresholding function. When
a Gaussian random variable x ∼ N (x;m, v) is propagated
through the soft-thresholding function x∗ = hλ(x), the prob-
ability mass of the resulting random variable x∗ is split into
two parts. The values of x from the interval [−λ, λ] are con-
verted to 0 by the soft-thresholding operator. Therefore, the
probability mass of the original distribution that lies in [−λ, λ]
is squeezed into the probability of x∗ being zero. The values
of x from outside of the [−λ, λ] interval are shifted towards 0.
The distribution of x∗ 6= 0 then represents the tails of the
original Gaussian distribution. The distribution of x∗ can be
then parametrised by the probability of being zero, ω∗, the
mean m∗ and the variance v∗ of the truncated Gaussian dis-
tribution. Therefore, we approximate the distribution of β̂0 at
step 2 with a spike and slab distribution with parameters: the
spike probability ω∗, the slab meanm∗ and variance v∗.
3.2. Main layers
At step 4 of LISTA (Algorithm 1) the vector b and matrix S
consist of Gaussian components: bd ∼ N (m
b
d, v
b
d), sd′d′′ ∼
N (msd′d′′ , v
s
d′d′′), and β̂l−1 is a vector of the spike and slab
random variables: [β̂l−1]d ∼ ωdδ0 + (1− ωd)N (md, vd).
It can be shown that the expected value and variance of
a spike and slab distributed variable ξ with the probability of
spike ω, the slab meanm and slab variance v are:
Eξ = (1− ω)m, Var ξ = (1− ω)(v + ωm2). (8)
It can also be shown that if components of the matrix S
and vector β̂l−1 are mutually independent then the compo-
nents [el]d of their product el = Sβ̂l−1 have the marginal
mean and variances:
med
def
=E[el]d =
D∑
d′=1
msdd′(1− ωd′)md′ , (9a)
ved
def
=Var[el]d =
D∑
d′=1
[(msdd′)
2(1− ωd′)
2vd′
+(1− ωd′)
2(md′)
2vsdd′ + v
s
dd′(1− ωd′)
2vd′ ].
(9b)
According to the Central Limit Theorem [el]d can be approx-
imated as a Gaussian-distributed variable when D is suffi-
ciently large. The parameters of this Gaussian distribution
are the marginal mean and variance given in (9).
The output cl at step 4 is then represented as a sum of two
Gaussian-distributed vectors: b and el, i.e. it is a Gaussian-
distributed vector with components cd ∼ N (m
c
d, v
c
d), where
mcd = m
b
d +m
e
d and v
c
d = v
b
d + v
e
d.
Then β̂l at step 5 of LISTA (Algorithm 1) is the result of
soft-thresholding of a Gaussian variable, which is approxi-
mated with the spike and slab distribution, similar to step 2
(section 3.1). Thus, all the steps of BayesLISTA are covered
and distributions for outputs of these steps are derived.
4. BACKPROPAGATION
The exact intractable posterior (7) is approximated with a fac-
torised distribution
q(W,S, γ, η) =
D∏
d=1
K∏
k=1
N (wdk;m
w
dk, v
w
dk)Gam(γ; a
γ , bγ)
×
D∏
d′=1
D∏
d′′=1
N (sd′d′′ ;m
s
d′d′′ , v
s
d′d′′)Gam(η; a
η, bη). (10)
Parameters of approximating distributions are updated
with the assumed density filtering (ADF) and expectation
propagation (EP) algorithms derived on the derivatives of the
logarithm of a normalisation constant (based on [6]). ADF
iteratively incorporates factors from the true posterior p in
(7) into the factorised approximating distribution q in (10),
whereas EP iteratively replaces factors in q by factors from p.
When a factor from p is incorporated into q, q has the
form q(a) = Z−1f(a)N (a;m, v) as a function of weights
W and S, where Z is the normalisation constant and f(a) is
an arbitrary function, a ∈ {wdk, sd′d′′}. New parameters of
the Gaussian distribution for a can be computed as [20]
m := m+v
∂ logZ
∂m
, v := v−v2
[(
∂ logZ
∂m
)2
− 2
∂ logZ
∂v
]
(11)
Then for new values ofW and S derivatives of the logarithm
of Z are required when the factor of p is incorporated in q.
With the likelihood factors (5) of p the ADF approach is
employed and they are iteratively incorporated into q. The
normalisation constant of q with the likelihood term for the
data point n incorporated is (let zd denote [f(y;S,W, λ)]d)
Z =
∫ D∏
d=1
N (βd; zd, γ
−1)q(W,S, γ, η)dWdSdγdη
(12)
Assuming the spike and slab distribution for β̂, the normali-
sation constant can be approximated as
Z ≈
D∏
d=1
[
ωβ̂d T (βd; 0, β
γ/αγ , 2αγ)
+(1− ωβ̂d )N (βd;m
β̂
d , β
γ/(αγ − 1) + vβ̂d )
]
,
(13)
where {ωβ̂d ,m
β̂
d , v
β̂
d } are the parameters of the spike and slab
distribution for [β̂]d. Parameters of q are then updated with
the derivatives of Z according to (11).
Prior factors (3) and (6) from p are incorporated into q
with the EP algorithm [6], i.e. they replace the correspond-
ing approximating factors from q, and then q is updated to
minimise the Kullback–Leibler divergence.
5. EXPERIMENTS
Proposed BayesLISTA is evaluated on sparse coding prob-
lems and compared with LISTA [11], ISTA [19] and Fast ISTA
(FISTA) [21]. The number of iterations in ISTA and FISTA is
same as the number of layers in NNs, denoted as L. Quality
is measured as the normalised mean square error (NMSE).
5.1. Predictive performance on synthetic data
First, performance is analysed on synthetic data. We generate
Ntrain = 1000 and Ntest = 100 sparse vectors β
(n) of size
D = 100 from the spike and slab distribution with the trun-
cated slab: each component β
(n)
d is zero with the probabil-
ity 0.8 or is sampled from the standard Gaussian distribution
without interval (−0.1, 0.1) with the probability 0.2. The de-
sign matrixX is random Gaussian. The observations y(n) are
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Fig. 1: NMSE results. The synthetic data results for different number of layers (a) and for different sizes of observations (b).
The MNIST results for increasing number of iterations with the observation sizeK = 100 (c) andK = 250 (d)
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Fig. 2: NMSE for the active learning experiment on MNIST
data.
generated as in (1) with the zero-mean Gaussian noise with
the standard deviation 0.5. The shrinkage parameter is set
to λ = 0.1. The algorithms are trained on the training data of
size Ntrain and evaluated on the test data of size Ntest.
In Figure 1a NMSE for up to 20 layers (or iterations)
L is presented. The observation size is set to K = 50.
BayesLISTA outperforms competitors. Figure 1b gives NMSE
for different observation sizesK. The number of layers (iter-
ations) is set as L = 4. In the previous experiment, Bayesian
and classic LISTA show similar results with this number of
layers. Figure 1b confirms this competitive behaviour be-
tween two LISTAs. ISTA and FISTA underperform the NNs.
5.2. Predictive performance on MNIST data
In this experiment, the methods are evaluated on the MNIST
dataset [22]. The dataset contains images of handwritten dig-
its of size 28 × 28 = 784. The design matrix X is standard
random Gaussian. Observations are generated as y = Xβ,
where β ∈ R784 are flattened images. We use 100 images for
training and 100 for test. The shrinkage parameter λ is 0.1.
Figures 1c and 1d present NMSE with observation sizes
100 and 250. The experiment with K = 100 presents severe
conditions for the algorithms: the limited size of the training
dataset combined with the small dimensionality of observa-
tions. BayesLISTA is able to learn under these conditions,
significantly outperforming LISTA. Under better conditions
of the second experiment with K = 250, both NNs converge
to the similar results. However, BayesLISTA demonstrates a
remarkably better convergence rate. ISTA and FISTA are un-
able to perform well in these experiments.
5.3. Active learning
To demonstrate a potential scenario that can benefit from
uncertainty estimates of BayesLISTA, we consider the active
learning example [23]. The active learning area researches
ways to select new training subsets to reduce the total number
of required supervision. One of the popular approaches in
active learning is uncertainty sampling, when the data with
the least certain predictions is chosen for labelling. We use a
variance (8) as a measure of uncertainty.
The MNIST dataset with the observation size K = 100 is
utilised. We use the training data of size 50, the pool data of
size 500, and the test data of size 100. The algorithm learns
on the training data and it is evaluated on the test data. To
actively collect a next data point from the pool, the algorithm
is used to predict a point with the highest uncertainty. The
selected point is moved from the pool to the training data and
the algorithms learns on the updated training data. Overall, 10
pool additions are performed. After every addition the perfor-
mance is measured on the test data. We compare the active
approach of adding new points from the pool with the ran-
dom approach that picks a new data point from the pool at
random. The procedure is repeated for 20 times.
Figure 2 demonstrates performance of the active and non-
active methods of updates with BayesLISTA. The active ap-
proach with uncertainty sampling steadily demonstrates bet-
ter results. This means the posterior distribution learnt by
BayesLISTA is an adequate estimate of the true posterior.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the new method for propagating uncer-
tainty through the soft-thresholding function. This allowed us
to propose BayesLISTA and efficient inference algorithm that
learns the distributions of the weights and makes the uncer-
tainty estimates of the outputs.
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